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Lichtvision Design opens Shanghai Office
Shanghai, August 2021 - Lichtvision Design expands footprint into the mainland.
“Having been active in the Asian market for over 15 years and establishing our Hong
Kong office almost 10 years ago, this was a logical next step to take,” comments
Clemens Seipelt, Regional Director Asia, “especially considering our ever-growing
project portfolio in Mainland China with around 15 active developments at this
moment.”
Moving into the mainland, Lichtvision will be more accessible, foster deeper
relationships with our clients and consultants, and most importantly, have easy and
direct access to our project sites. Our Hong Kong office will continue to be involved
in projects throughout the Greater Bay Area and Southeast Asia, while the new
studio will fully concentrate on our Mainland China projects.
Shanghai will share the advantages provided by Hong Kong — cultural
understanding, language, sharing a time zone and a common knowledge and
experience pool between our 4 offices — while also benefiting from local
representation and inspiration from Shanghai’s creative scene.
With our new office, Lichtvision continues to pursue the vision to drive the
perception of built environments in Asia and following our mission to design places
people remember. We look forward to cross-cultural collaborations with our clients
in China, sharing our German Design and Engineering expertise and learning from
one another.
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Lichtvision Design
Working in cooperation with architects, investors, and operators since 1997,
Lichtvision creates design-oriented lighting solutions which are innovative,
sustainable and people based. We permeate architectural spaces and compose
spatial arrangements, embracing challenges and transforming them into tailored
design. While driving perception of built environments, we respect energetic and
environmental demands and approach each project with a holistic and sustainable
mindset.
We design places people remember.
www.lichtvision.com

Please note
Free-of-charge publication is only permitted as an editorial contribution on the
lighting design of Lichtvision Design in the context of this press release. A complete
naming of the authors of the picture and plan material in clear assignment is
obligatory.
Should you intend to use the material in any other way, you are obliged to clarify
any issues of copyright and right of use directly and independently with the
photographers.
We kindly ask to send a reference copy to the communications contact as stated.
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